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Lynsay attends her first 
convention, the 
Romantic Times 
conference held in 
Toronto. This is where 
Lynsay meets Katherine 
Falk, Lady Barrow, and 
gets a lot of ideas that 
eventually went into 
Single White Vampire.   

1999 
Lynsay Sands comes up 
with the "nano" of an 
idea which evolves into 
unique Atlantian 
Immortals otherwise 
known as vampires. The 
Argeneau series is born. 

2001 
Lynsay Sands publishes 
her first Argeneau novel, 
Single White Vampire. 
Oddly enough, this is the 
3rd book in the series—
but 3rd one’s the charm, 
apparently, as the 
Argeneaus become         
instant classics. 

2003 

Lynsay’s ‘nano’- verse 

You can blame it on my friends. LOL. While chatting online with a couple of writer friends, it was 
suggested we do a Halloween anthology of vampires together. I snickered and said, "If I did vampires, 
you know they'd have to faint at the sight of blood or something silly like that." We all laughed, I threw 
out a couple more ideas and then we changed the subject. 
 
We never did the anthology, but those ideas stuck.  They seemed fun and I suddenly wanted to write it. 
But I never do things the normal way. I just couldn't write dead, soulless vamps as the hero, so I had to 
go searching for another reason for vampires. After a good deal of research, nanos that used blood as a 
propellant and to perform the necessary repairs to the body seemed the most viable answer. But I 
wanted my vamps older and that’s where Atlantis came into play since it's legendary for being 
advanced technologically. I combined it all and then added that when Atlantis fell, the nanos evolved 
their hosts to have fangs to get the blood they needed. It all just kind of came together for me. 
 

“Honestly I'm shocked that the Argeneau series started a decade ago. Boy does time fly!  But 
it makes sense when I look at the sheer size of the family tree.  When I started writing this 
series I had no idea how big the Argeneau family would get and I couldn't tell you how big 
they'll become in the future. The characters introduce themselves into the stories as I write 
them so new additions are as much of a surprise to me as to my readers!  I think that's the 
key to a long-lived series. I don't feature one particular character or couple in every 
book.  Each book features a different couple with occasional cameos from previous 
characters, which is perfect because it doesn't limit me.  New characters, new situations and 
new places so the series naturally evolves with each addition. And because I write for myself 
and I get bored easily, the story has to catch and keep my interest in order for me to write it 
from start to finish.  I cannot write the same story twice. 
 
As for where I see the Argeneaus going... I have no idea because my characters are always 
surprising me with where they go and what they do...but I'm excited to see what happens 
next!” 

 

—Lynsay Sands  
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•Avon acquires Lynsay Sands and the 
Argeneaus. Editorial Director Erika Tsang 
remembers reading about the Argeneaus 
for the first time: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•A Quick Bite goes on-sale, and hits the New 
York Times List. Since then, each Argeneau 
romance has hit national and international 
bestseller lists. 

2005 

•A Bite to Remember is 
nominated for 
Romantic Times 
Bookclub’s Best 
Vampire Romance of 
the year. 

2006 

•One of Lynsay's favorite 
characters, Lucian, 
finally gets his in this 
funny story called Bite 
Me If You Can. 

2007 

The Rogue Hunter 
series (part of the 

Argeneau series) is 
released and it 
brings to light a 
new subset of 

immortals called 
Edentata who have 

no fangs. 

Avon creates a 
back-to-back-to-
back publication 

event with the 
triple-releases of 
The Accidental 

Vampire, Vampires 
Are Forever & 

Vampire 
Interrupted 

We finally get to 
know Marguerite 

and learn about her 
disastrous marriage 

to the late Jean 
Claude Argeneau in 

Vampire, 
Interrupted. 

A vampire friendly 
town called Port 

Henry is discovered 
in The Accidental 

Vampire. 

2008 

2008-2009:  

"I was a Lynsay Sands fan long before her agent 
submitted A Quick Bite to me. I absolutely loved 
Lynsay’s humor, her special take on the world of 
vampires, and the energy that emanates from every 
story.   When I first opened that envelop with the 
manuscript inside so many years ago, I believe I 
squealed, then ran to our editorial director and 
said, 'I MUST have this!'" 
 

The Argeneaus head to their 
first tropical destination in 
Lynsay's fun-filled favorite 
book to date called Under A 
Vampire Moon. 

2012 
Immortal Ever After hits #2 on 
the New York Times bestsellers 
list and #8 on the USA Today 
list—Lynsay’s highest 
placements ever. 

Lynsay Sands celebrates the 
ten-year publication 
anniversary of the Argeneaus! 

2013 
The twentieth book in the 
series, Vampire Most 
Wanted, goes on-sale on 
2/18/2014—and the series is 
still going strong! 

2014 


